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ABSTRACT

Polarization is a fundamental property of light that can be detected with
polarization-sensitive instruments. Imaging polarimetry has an immensely wide range
of applications, and while much has been accomplished in recent years, there is still
a need for sensor systems with improved accuracy, precision, and stability. This
paper presents the optical characterization of a commercial division-of-focal plane
(DoFP) polarization imager, in an effort to evaluate its performance as a promising
instrument in the application of ground-based cloud thermodynamic phase detection.
Radiometric characterization values were well within the acceptable region, but the
polarimetric contrast was in the range of 20-30, much lower than expected, which
may be a result of the broadband measurements being impaired by poor polarizer
performance at the blue end of the spectrum. Later, a narrowband polarimetric
measurement at 532 ± 5 nm produced a much enhanced result, with polarimetric
contrast in the higher 300s, making the imager a viable option for many remote
sensing applications. Also, all-sky imaging of clear daytime sky and its analysis of
degree of linear polarization (DoLP) showed encouraging result.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

Among the primary physical quantities that are associated with an optical field,

humans are known to perceive intensity in the form of brightness and wavelength in

the form of colors. Polarization, arguably the third valuable fundamental physical

property of light, is defined as the property which represents the orientation of the

electric field vector of light in a plane normal to the propagation direction. Similar to

any other mammals, humans are mostly incapable of visualizing polarization, except

some can see a polarization phenomenon called Haidinger’s brush [1]. But perceiving

polarization is known to be an everyday behavior for many other creatures. For

example, bees use the polarization of sunlight as a compass [2], and dragonflies use

the polarization of reflected light to detect water and under-water predators [3–7].

Despite being unable to naturally sense polarization, we humans have still been

able to measure and analyze polarization in our environment thorough polarimetry.

This understanding of the polarization of light has had a significant impact in the

modern civilization, starting with the day-to-day example of polarized sunglasses

being used to remove glare from light reflecting from smooth surfaces to more

advanced and sophisticated applications that reap the benefits of imaging polarimetry.

As polarization images seek to obtain the vector nature of the optical field from a

scene, imaging polarimetry is a select type of general polarimetry that is dedicated to

providing valuable information about the scene that cannot be obtained directly from

intensity or spectral images [8–10]. With such polarization-sensitive instruments, we

can observe polarization that arises from reflection, emission, and scattering processes.
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Imaging polarimetry thus has an immensely wide range of applications, a few of which,

and surely not limited to, are: observation of the unique polarization signature of

reflected light from smooth surfaces [11–17]; studies of atmospheric phenomenons

such as rainbows and glories [18–20], halos [21, 22], sun glints [23], skylight [24, 25],

as they exhibit unique polarization characteristics; military sensing and surveillance

applications exploiting scattered, reflected, or emitted polarization to detect objects

on the ground, in the air, and in space [8, 26–28]; retrieval of aerosol [29–31] and cloud

properties [32–34], which are important parameters needed in current weather and

climate models; and design of navigation systems that use the angle of polarization

as a polarized light compass [35, 36], based on the observation of insects and birds

utilizing the phenomenon [2, 37–40]. Figures 1.1 and 1.2 depicts the advantage of a

polarization image in presenting enhanced contrast relative to what is available from

a conventional intensity image.

Efforts in observing polarization in the sky go back to icons of optics such as

David Brewster (1781–1868), Jacques Babinet (1793–1872), Francois Arago (1786

–1853) and Lord Rayleigh (1842–1919). Since the discovery of skylight polarization

by Arago in 1809, studies of the polarization of skylight have been emphasized, as

these can be used as indicators of atmospheric turbidity [41–43]. Many of these

measurements in these early studies have been made with naked-eye polarimeters

either held by hand or mounted on a clinometer. But as the semiconductor technology

advanced, new photodetectors and advancement in computer technology enabled

the development of various types of polarimeters for observations of the Earth’s

atmosphere and surface [12]. The transformation to digital imaging polarimetry

showed that in addition to their flexibility, the digital images not only have high

angular and temporal resolutions, but also let us see polarization patterns over

large areas [41]. To enhance the capabilities of studying and modeling polarized
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Figure 1.1: Visible picture of two pickup trucks in the shade (top), long-wave IR
intensity image (bottom left), and long-wave IR polarization image (bottom right)
(Image obtained from [8]).

skylight, all-sky stokes polarimetry has become the go-to choice for researchers over

the years. As a result, several all-sky polarization imagers were designed and deployed,

permitting measurement of stokes parameters over the whole hemisphere [44–47]. Our

group has been a leader in applying digital all-sky imaging to better quantify the

relationships between sky polarization patterns and environmental parameters such

as aerosol optical depth, aerosol size distributions, clouds, and surface reflectance

[34, 47–53]. This work led to the development of a nearly identical instrument for

measuring sky polarization to provide a known reference to calibrate the polarization

response of the new Daniel K. Inouye solar telescope on the island of Maui [54]. So
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Figure 1.2: Intensity picture of a car windscreen reflecting sunlight (left); The
reflection or glare is reduced in a polarization image, where only vertically polarized
light is transmitted (right).

now, all-sky polarimetry also has its use as a calibration source to determine the

polarization cross-talk properties of large telescopes [54].

Most recently, our group has applied all-sky polarization imaging for ground-

based remote sensing of cloud thermodynamic phase, based on the pioneering

modeling results published by Kirk Knobelspiesse (currently at NASA Goddard Space

Flight Center) and colleagues [55], which suggested that the Stokes S1 parameter of

sunlight scattered by clouds could be used to distinguish between liquid and ice

clouds. This is important because there is evidence that polarization improves the

sensitivity of passive remote sensing based on radiance ratios for thin clouds that

would otherwise not be successfully classified with passive sensing [53, 56]. Initial

studies of cloud-phase sensing with all-sky polarization imagers [53] suggested that
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a blue-wavelength polarization channel was more sensitive to ice clouds while a red

polarization channel was more sensitive to liquid clouds, leading to a provisional

patent application for a dual-wavelength red-blue polarization imager that could

provide cloud thermodynamic phase discrimination with a potentially low-cost

polarization imager [57].

At around the same time that our group suggested this possibility, Sony

Corp. released a commercially available division-of-focal-plane (DOFP) polarization-

sensitive CMOS sensor array (IMX250MZR) with higher performance claims than any

previous DOFP imager. Commercial cameras based on this new Sony chip are now

available for approximately one order of magnitude lower cost than similar previous

cameras. Therefore, we purchased one of these cameras and began investigating its

performance capabilities, in the hope that it could become the basis of a future low-

cost all-sky polarization imager for cloud thermodynamic phase remote sensing.

This paper presents the optical characterization of the above mentioned commer-

cial polarization imager, in an effort to complete a feasibility study for the camera to

be an effective, low-cost all-sky polarimeter capable of producing comparable results

in the detection of cloud thermodynamic phase as well as other results which are

significant to atmospheric remote sensing.

In Ch. 2 the basics of optical imaging polarimetry and their types are discussed.

Ch. 3 discusses the overall process for the characterization of the imager. Results of

the characterization are presented and discussed in Ch. 4. Finally conclusions are

drawn in Ch. 5.
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CHAPTER TWO

BACKGROUND

Polarization imagers generally work by: (1) modulating or splitting light

into components that can be captured with conventional intensity-measuring image

sensors and (2) reconstructing the original polarization image from the measured

components [8, 58]. Imaging polarimetry, being a special case of general polarimetry,

shares all the similar concerns; i.e., it still requires a chosen measurement method and

careful calibration of the imager. Imaging polarimeters can broadly be categorized

into two: passive polarimeters and active polarimeters; due to the scope of the study,

this paper focuses on passive polarimetric imagers. For passive imaging polarimetry,

it is often most convenient to represent the polarization information in terms of the

Stokes vector, which is a four-element real vector describing polarized or partially

polarized light, based on intensity measurements [8]. The stokes parameters are

defined as

S0 = I0 + I90 (2.1)

S1 = I0 − I90 (2.2)

S2 = I45 − I135 (2.3)

S3 = IR − IL (2.4)

where I0, I45, I90 and I135 are the intensities of the incident light wave sampled after

passing through the 0o, 45o, 90o and 135o linear polarization filters, respectively, and

IR & IL are the intensities of right and left circularly polarized light, respectively.

Since circular polarization has been shown to be very rare in the atmosphere [47],
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and since the IMX250MZR sensor only measures the linear states of polarization, the

discussion surrounding circular polarization has been avoided in this paper.

Passive imaging polarimeters can record images in different polarization states,

either sequentially in time as a Division-of-Time (DoT) polarimeter or simultaneously

as a Division-of-amplitude (DoAmp), Division-of-aperture (DoA), or Division-of-

Focal-Plane (DoFP) polarimeter. All of them have their advantages and trade-offs,

which, along with their working principles, are discussed in this chapter.

2.1 Types of passive imaging polarimeters

2.1.1 Division-of-time polarimeters

This type of polarimeter records images in different polarization states sequen-

tially in time. This could be done, for example, by rotating a linear polarizing filter

or a wave plate in front of a sensor, which causes a modulation of the polarized light

incident on the focal plane from the scene. The principle is illustrated in Figure 2.1.

Multiple images of the scene are captured at different orientations, and reducing the

data on a pixel-by-pixel basis produces Stokes images that can be used to produce

images of the degree of linear polarization, degree of circular polarization, or other

derived quantities such as orientation or ellipticity. This method suffers from a loss of

temporal resolution, as a minimum of three images must be captured to recreate the

linear Stokes vector [59]. The loss of temporal resolution will also introduce blurring

artifacts in a fast-moving scene. Another example is the MSU all-sky polarization

imager, shown in figure 2.2, that records four images with different retardances that

are changed rapidly by changing the input voltage on two liquid crystal variable

retarders [47]. In the latter example, the sequential images are recorded rapidly

(4 images in typically less than 0.1 s), while in the former example they would be

recorded typically much more slowly.
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the MSU DoT polarimeter that records time-sequential
images by varying the polarization state with LCVRs (photo provided by Dr. Joseph
Shaw).

Figure 2.2: ‘Polly’-A DoT polarimeter designed and deployed at MSU.
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of a 3-sensor, full-Stokes DoAmp polarimeter.

2.1.2 Division-of-amplitude polarimeters

This type of polarimeter divides the incident light amplitude into separate

polarization components, which is illustrated in Figure 2.3. This can be done, for

example, with polarization beam splitters and corresponding polarizing filters and

wave plates in front of four separate cameras for full-Stokes polarimeter [8]. This

allows instantaneous capture of the Stokes parameters without loss of temporal or

spatial resolution. It is also possible (and fairly common) to have a 3-sensor DoAmp

polarimeter that only records the linear Stokes parameters. The disadvantages of a

DoAmp polarimeter lie in the extra expense, calibration, and, often most importantly,

the need to spatially align multiple sensor arrays.

2.1.3 Division-of-aperture polarimeters

This type uses a single focal-plane array (FPA) and a re-imaging system to

project four identical images onto a FPA, for which each quadrant has a separate
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Figure 2.4: Illustration of a DoA Polarimeter.

re-imaging lens and polarizer. Figure 2.4 illustrates the working principle of a DoA

polarimeter. The principle behind this is that each point in a scene uniformly fills

the aperture, the aperture is then re-imaged onto a new plane that is divided into

quadrants, each of which is re-imaged through a different set of polarization optics

onto the focal plane array. This results in four images of the same scene recorded

in the four sensor quadrants. Each of these subimages is identical except it has

been recorded through a different polarizer. Therefore, each pixel in a given location

of each quadrant records a differently polarized version of the same portion of the

scene. Stokes parameters are calculated by using the Mueller–Stokes formalism. One

advantage of DoA polarimetry is that the sub-images are well aligned as long as

distortion is minimized. The primary disadvantages of the DoA polarimeter are

the loss of spatial resolution and the volume, weight and cost of the additional

re-imaging optics. Also, matching transmission, apodization, magnification, and

distortion between the channels is important and can be difficult [8].

2.1.4 Division-of-focal-plane polarimeters

In this type of imaging polarimeter, individual pixels are replaced by a cluster of

pixels, each with its own polarization sensitivity. This cluster is called the Superpixel.
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Figure 2.5: Bayer pattern (left); Polarization Filter Array (PFA) for DoFP that uses
(clockwise) 0o, 45o, 90o, and 135o filter orientations (right).

A DoFP polarimeter operates on similar principles to a color image sensor that utilizes

a Bayer pattern, as shown in Figure 2.5. A common implementation is to overlay a

Polarizer Filter Array (PFA) on or near the imaging system’s focal plane array (FPA).

A DoFP polarimeter is often manufactured by placing a micro-polarizer array directly

onto the focal plane array (FPA) of a detector. Each element of a DoFP polarimeter is

thus a polarized pixel. Other methods include using micro-machined, nano-engineered

pixels that provide color and polarization filtering, and such an approach is being

explored here at MSU [60]. In a color image sensor, the focal plane is divided by color

filters deposited directly on top of the pixels. These pixels, most commonly arrayed in

a Bayer pattern, thus divide the focal plane into 2×2 blocks of superpixels that enable

recording separate red, green, and blue images of nearly the same scene. This means

that each pixel looks at a slightly different part of the scene, but they are combined

to create an RGB image of the same scene. This is the exact same principle of a

DoFP polarimeter, except the polarimeter records four different polarization states

onto a 2×2 super pixel, while the color camera records colors onto the 2×2 super

pixel. The significant difference between DoA and DoFP polarimeters is that the

DoA polarimeter records four differently polarized entire images of the same exact
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Figure 2.6: Illustration of a DoFP polarimeter superpixel.

scene onto four quadrants of the sensor, while a DoFP polarimeter records differently

polarized light onto adjacent pixels in a 2×2 super pixel. Therefore, the small spatial

misregistration in a DoFP polarimeter can cause polarization artifacts when sharp

variations of polarization occur (just like color artifacts can arise in a Bayer pattern

when sharp variations of color occur).

Manufacturing processes for DoFP sensors vary, but commercial sensors (like

the Sony IMX250MZR sensor used in this study) often have a standard repeating

pattern of four linear polarizers with orientation axes of 0, 45, 90 and 135 degrees.

Figure 2.6 illustrates the basics of a DoFP polarimeter. The acquisition of intensities

through the four linear polarizers makes it possible for the estimation of the linear

Stokes vector components of the input light.

Two primary parameters of interest when discussing polarization in DoFP

sensors are the degree of linear polarization (DoLP) and the angle of polarization
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(AoP). These are calculated from Stokes parameters by

DoLP =

√
S2
1 + S2

2

S0

(2.5)

AoP =
1

2
arctan

S2

S1

. (2.6)

Even though each of the above-mentioned approaches is arguably suitable for different

applications, DoFP is a good choice for real-time imaging, as it is capable of

capturing all of the components needed to reconstruct the incident polarization

state simultaneously, which avoids motion artifacts introduced by DoT polarimeters.

Altough the spatially separated nature of DoFP imagers, as discussed earlier, pro-

duces polarization artifacts, these will be small enough for atmospheric polarization

measurements because the high pixel count results in a very small instantaneous FOV

for one pixel, and the sky polarization does not change by any significant amount

within that tiny angle. This leads to the cost-effective, more straightforward and

compact design of DoFP, making them a very suitable choice for field work in many

different applications.

Throughout the years, the FPA and PFA for DoFP cameras have been manufac-

tured separately, and then aligned to one another in a manner that allowed crosstalk

between neighboring pixels due to the small vertical displacement between the micro-

polarizer array and the photodetector [61]. Figure 2.7 shows the conventional design

and the improved design that was employed in the Sony IMX250MZR sensor, which

mitigated the inherent defect of crosstalk. Moreover, micropolarizer filters historically

had very low polarization contrast, thus resulting in a low contrast ratio for DoFP

polarimeters. Contrast ratio (or extinction ratio) is defined as the ratio of transmitted

radiance through parallel polarizers to the transmitted radiance through crossed

polarizers. In this study, the contrast ratio of each of the four orientations of linear
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Figure 2.7: The detection layer of a polarization camera, with micropolarizers
attached above the sensor layer giving rise to cross-talk (left) and integrated into
the sensor layer in Sony IMX250MZR (right).

polarizers was calculated as the ratio of the mean of maximum transmitted radiance

by the particular orientation over the whole PFA to the mean of minimum transmitted

radiance by the same particular orientation over the whole PFA. For example, the

contrast ratio of I0 quadrant can be calculated by

Contrast ratio =
Mean of maximum radiance

Mean of minimum radiance
. (2.7)

With a desired value of 0.005 (5%) of S1 uncertainty or less, based on the observations

with our liquid-crystal-based all-sky polarization imager, and with the assumptions

that the uncertainties in I0 and I90 are independent and uncorrelated, we can express

the total S1 uncertainty σS1 as

σS1 =
√
σ2
I0

+ σ2
I90
. (2.8)

Setting σS1 = 0.005 and assuming equal uncertainties for the components, equation

2.8 can then be solved for the component uncertainty, whose inverse is the contrast
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ratio of the linear polarizers, a value of 282. This sets our desired minimum contrast

ratio for each pixel for ground-based cloud thermodynamic phase detection.

With the goal of identifying a low-cost polarization camera for cloud phase

remote sensing, two different cameras based on the Sony IMX25MZR polarized sensor

were evaluated in this study. One was the BFS-U3-51S5P from FLIR and the other the

TRI050S-PC from Lucid Vision Labs. The FLIR camera was used at first, but then

subsequent measurements were made with the Lucid camera when a problem arose

with the first one. Both cameras use the same Sony sensor and were characterized

without a lens, so the measurements are expected to be comparable, though a full set

of measurements will be repeated on both cameras when the first is repaired.
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CHAPTER THREE

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

3.1 Sony IMX250MZR : The DoFP polarimeter sensor

Sony Semiconductor Solution’s IMX250MZR CMOS sensor, which has been

characterized in this study, is a 2448 × 2048 global shutter imager which uses four

directional wire grid polarizing filters at 0o, 90o, 45o, and 135o on every four 3.45 µm

pixels. The resulting image is thus one quarter of the original 2448 × 2048 pixels, or

1224 × 1024 pixels, or can be interpolated to provide the full resolution similar to

traditional bayer pattern display. The major specifications of the sensor are detailed

in Table 3.1. The spectral response of the imager, obtained from the manufacturer,

is shown in Figure 3.1. Measuring the actual spectral response function would be

desirable but difficult in our lab because the normal method for doing this uses a

monochromator, whose output is partially polarized and could change with grating

scan angle.

3.2 Characterization of the sensor

Characterization of the imager is essential for acquiring polarimetric imagery

that is quantitatively useful. My work reported in this paper involved characterizing

the radiometric and polarimetric response of this panchromatic imager. Due to

imperfections in the manufacturing of the PFA, as well as possible errors in alignment

of the PFA and FPA in the sensor, the response of a DoFP polarimeter may be less

than optimal. Besides, dark currents and noise present in the readout circuitry of

the image sensor also contribute to unwanted corruption of the polarization data.

Micropolarizer filters have historically had trouble achieving the polarization purity
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Table 3.1: Specifications of the IMX250MZR sensor.

Resolution 2448 pixels × 2048 pixels

Megapixels 5.0 MP

Frame Rate 26.5 FPS (at 16-bit full resolution operation)

Chroma Mono

Sensor Format CMOS, 2/3”

Readout Method Global shutter

Pixel Size 3.45 µm

Figure 3.1: Spectral response of the imager employing IMX250MZR sensor (from
FLIR, used with permission).
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Table 3.2: Imager and acquisition settings for the characterization.

Auto Exposure Control Off

Exposure Time 98 µs

Auto Gain Off

Gain Level 0

Gamma Correction Off

Image Acquisition Environment Image Acquisition Toolbox in Matlab

Image Format 16-bits Mono

that monolithic polarization devices readily achieve. Problems such as pixel-to-pixel

crosstalk and very low polarization contrast are the common issues pertaining to the

performance of a DoFP polarimeter [61–63]. All of these factors are required to be

taken into consideration in an effort to perform a good characterization of an imager.

3.2.1 General settings and assumptions

Table 3.2 shows the general settings for the characterization environment, i.e.

the imager settings and image acquisition environment during my measurements.

The primary light source used in this characterization was an integrating sphere

(Labsphere Helios USLR-V12F-NMNN). The integrating sphere used a halogen light

bulb as the illumination source and scattered the light within its spherical cavity in

order to output a uniform disk of incoherent and randomly polarized light. The

integrating sphere’s output radiance (when in 100% brightness) as a function of

wavelength is shown in Figure 3.2, and its uniformity is illustrated by Figure 3.3

(provided by the manufacturer).

The other major component that was used in the experiment is a custom-built

108-mm wire-grid polarizer (Meadowlark Optics Versalight - aluminum wire grid on
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Figure 3.2: The spectral radiance from the integrating sphere for the wavelength band
of the imager (provided in the calibration report from Labsphere).

UV grade fused silica substrate) that was attached to a high-precision rotation stage

(Newport Optics RV160CC). Figures 3.4 and 3.5 illustrate the contrast ratio and the

transmission of the polarizer, which are two very important parameters for a good

polarimetric characterization.

For the characterization, the following assumptions about the sensor, the optical

setup, and the statistical behaviour of the data were made:

• The sensor operates in the linear regime. This was ensured by the selection of

integrating sphere brightness to stay within the linear range that will be shown

in 3.2.2.

• The reference polarizer is ideal (no diattenuation, retardance or transmission

problems), as seen in its performance shown in figures 3.4 and 3.5.

• The acquisition during calibration is not corrupted by random noise, which was

evaluated by averaging multiple images for one of the measurements made.
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Figure 3.3: Spatial uniformity map for the integrating sphere (provided in the
calibration report from Labsphere).
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Figure 3.4: Polarization contrast ratio of the polarizer; the two lines represent two
test points in the aperture (Courtesy of Meadowlark Optics, used with permission).

Figure 3.5: Transmission of the polarizer; the two lines represent two test points in
the aperture (Courtesy of Meadowlark Optics, used with permission).
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3.2.2 Radiometric calibration

The radiometric calibration correlates the measured radiance to the detector

output. In case of a polarimeter, a radiometric calibration is even more critical to

the final result because of inaccurate radiometry among channels can invalidate the

polarimetric result [8].

The radiometric calibration was performed in a dark lab with black cloths around

the measurement setup to reduce external scattered light. The imager (without any

lens) was placed right at the aperture of the integrating sphere, as shown in Figure

3.6.

Prior to data acquisition, the halogen bulb was allowed to warm up for about 20

min, and then images were taken at 6 different brightness settings. While acquiring

the data at different brightness, it was ensured that the imager was neither saturated

nor at a lower radiance level where it may not perform linearly. Because the imager

operated in broadband in the visible spectrum, a band-average radiance at the

detector was calculated by integrating the region under the spectral radiance curve

of the integrating sphere, over the range of 350 nm to 1000 nm.

3.2.3 Polarimetric characterization

The polarimetric characterization is important to determine the orientation

of the polarizer, as well as to measure the performance of each polarizer, and

in return, the polarimeter as a whole. Figure 3.7 illustrates the setup for the

polarimetric characterization. The camera was moved in between the radiometric

calibration and the polarimetric characterization, and the radiometric calibration

was performed without the reference polarizer in place. Though this inevitably

results in an unknown systematic bias for the radiometric calibration because of the

polarizer transmittance, a calibration performed with the polarized camera viewing
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Figure 3.6: Setup for the radiometric characterization.

Figure 3.7: Polarimetric characterization setup.
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the integrating sphere through the reference polarizer would have required four

different radiometric calibrations (one for each polarizer orientation in the sensor

array). This was deemed unnecessary since the primary purpose of the radiometric

calibration in this case was to obtain a spatially uniform response across all pixels.

The integrating sphere gave out uniform randomly polarized light, which was then

set to a particular linear polarization by the rotating wire-grid polarizer, and finally

the polarimeter collected the polarized light. The rotation stage was swept from 0o

through 135o in steps of 5o.

3.2.4 Image analysis

The DoFP imager was interfaced with the computer and accessed through

Matlab. The Image Acquisition Toolbox in matlab was used to acquire images, and

several scripts were written and used to carry out the experiments and analyze the

results. The scripts are attached in the Appendix.
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CHAPTER FOUR

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

This chapter presents the characterization results and their analysis for the DoFP

polarimeter, determined by the experiments that were discussed in Chapter 3.

4.1 Radiometric characterization

4.1.1 Dark signal

Nine images were taken in a dark lab with the lens cap on the imager, to ensure

that the imager was sealed from outside light. After a pixel-by-pixel averaging of

these nine images, the dark image for the imager was obtained. Nine dark images

were averaged to mitigate the effects of readout noise or random noise. For every

measurement of the characterization, this dark image was always subtracted from the

measured image, to compensate for errors in dark current levels and readout noise.

Table 4.1 lists the measured and manufacturer-provided dark signal value, as well

as the spatial standard deviation among the pixels in the dark image. The mean

value of the dark image is around 17 digital numbers (DN), which is very close to the

manufacturer-provided dark signal of 13 DN. The averaging of nine images brought

the spatial standard deviation among pixels from 4.75 for a single dark image to 2.26

for the averaged dark image. Figure 4.1 shows the spatial histogram for a single dark

image of the DoFP polarimeter.

4.1.2 Radiometric calibration

The main goal of the radiometric calibration was to obtain a linear equation

relating digital number (DN) to radiance. To create that linear characterization

curve, the variable attenuator (VA) of the integrating sphere was adjusted from closed
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Table 4.1: Dark signal measurements.

Image Mean value of pixels (DN) Standard deviation

Single image 17.15 4.75

Averaged image 17.14 2.26

Manufacturer-provided 13.43 Not available

Figure 4.1: Spatial histogram of pixel values for a single dark image.
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to open in equally spaced intervals. Throughout the process, it was ensured that

the imager was never saturated due to brightness, or too close to the dark signal

because of too low radiance (two possible regions where the imager can behave non-

linearly). This limited the range of brightness for which the integrating sphere could

be operated, and the VA was controlled from 20% open to 45% opened. The change

in the VA corresponded to a change in the output current of the integrating sphere’s

calibrated optical detector. The values of current obtained from the integrating sphere

is listed in table 4.2. For each adjustment, the detected output current was then

converted to a band-integrated radiance using the following equations

Ascale =
Lsphere

Aopen

(4.1)

Lscale = Ameasured × Ascale, (4.2)

where Ascale is the integrating sphere current scale factor, Lsphere is the band-average

radiance at the detector for the wavelength range of the DoFP imager, Aopen is

the calibrated current measured at full brightness (calibration data provided by

Labsphere), Ameasured is the detector current measured at a specific brightness,

and Lscale is the calculated band-integrated radiance corresponding to a specific

brightness of the integrating sphere. At 6 different brightness levels of the integrating

sphere, an image was recorded and the band-integrated radiance (Lscale) for that

specific brightness was calculated. A linear fit between the calculated band-integrated

radiances and corresponding measured DNs, at different brightness of the integrating

sphere was then found for each pixel of the DoFP imager. Figures 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4

shows the examples of the linear fit for the top left corner, bottom right corner, and

the center pixel of the 2048 × 2448 pixel sensor, respectively. By using the slope (gain)

and intercept (offset) from each linear fit for every pixel, two 2048 × 2448 matrices of
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Table 4.2: Output current at integrating sphere detector for variable attenuation of
the aperture.

Variable Attenuator open (%) Current at the detector (µA)

20 0.2902

25 3.681

30 12.684

35 27.503

40 48.865

45 74.528

gain and offset are devised, which are then used in the radiometric characterization

equation of

Lunknown = gain×DN + offset, (4.3)

where Lunknown is any unknown radiance. Table 4.3 lists the mean values of the

deduced slope and offset matrices, the coefficient of variation of calibrated and

uncalibrated image, and also the R2 values for illustrating the goodness of the linear

fit for the three pixels that were shown. Table 4.4 shows the actual radiance and

the characterized average radiance from the DoFP imager, using equation 4.3, for 5

images of known uniform radiance. It can be seen that the maximum error is about

1.46% at the lowest brightness, and as the brightness or the actual radiance increases,

the error comes down to as low as 0.18%. Figure 4.5 shows a grayscale image before

and after going through the process of radiometric calibration. These results help

us deduce that the radiometric calibration ensures spatial uniformity, which is very

important for polarimetry.
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Figure 4.2: Radiometric linear fit for the top left pixel of the DoFP imager.

Figure 4.3: Radiometric linear fit for the center pixel of the DoFP imager.
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Figure 4.4: Radiometric linear fit for the bottom right pixel of the DoFP imager.

Figure 4.5: Grayscale image before radiometric calibration (left); after calibration
(right).
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Table 4.3: A few parametric values from the radiometric calibration.

Mean gain 4.5139×10−4W/(m2 sr DN)

Mean offset 0.0239 W/(m2 sr)

Coefficient of variation

(std./mean) for

uncalibrated image

4.71%

Coefficient of variation

(std./mean) for calibrated

image

1.21%

R2 for top left pixel 0.9998

R2 for center pixel 0.9999

R2 for bottom right pixel 0.9997

Table 4.4: Actual and characterized radiance of 5 integrating sphere images.

Image
Actual radiance

(W/(m2 sr))

Characterized radiance

(W/(m2 sr))
Error (%)

Image 1 1.0678 1.0522 1.46

Image 2 3.6793 3.6430 0.99

Image 3 7.9779 7.9479 0.38

Image 4 14.1744 14.2005 0.18

Image 5 21.6185 21.5796 0.18
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4.2 Polarimetric characterization

The polarimetric characterization determined the orientation of the PFA, as well

as the performance of each polarizer. In order to analyze the polarimetric response

of the imager, the rotation stage with the reference wire-grid polarizer was swept

from 0o through 135o in steps of 5o. One 16-bit raw image was acquired at every

polarizer angle, and 4 polarization quadrant images were extracted from that single

raw image at every polarizer angle. This was done by grouping each of the pixels with

the same wire-grid orientation together into an image of 1024×1224 pixels, resulting

in 4 different polarization quadrant images at every polarizer angle. Looking into

the polarizer chip, figure 4.6 depicts the orientation of the four linear polarizers that

make a super-pixel in the DoFP sensor, and figure 4.7 depicts the orientation of the

transmission axis for the four linear polarizers, the lines indicating the orientation

of the linear polarization state transmitted by the polarizer. For further clarity, the

transmitted polarization angle is labeled in green and the blocked polarization angle

in red.

Figure 4.8 and figure 4.9 verify the orientation of the superpixel and its response

to different polarizer angles. These figures show 3 groups of images, each having the

4 polarization quadrant images, with each quadrant image assembled by gathering

together all pixels with the same polarizer orientation. The position of the quadrant

images in each group follows the same pattern as shown in figure 4.6, i.e. the top

left and the bottom right images of the groups correspond to the quadrant images

with wire-grid orientation of horizontal and vertical, respectively. Similarly, the top

right and the bottom left images correspond to the quadrant images with wire-grid

orientation of 45o and 135o, respectively. As can be seen from the left-most group

of images, when horizontally polarized light falls on the imager, it is blocked by
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Figure 4.6: Orientation of the four wire-grid linear polarizers that make up a super
pixel.

Figure 4.7: Orientation of the transmission axis for the four linear polarizers that
make up a super-pixel. Angles are referenced to the vertical transmission axis. Green
labels indicate the transmitted polarization angle and red labels indicate the blocked
angle.

the horizontally oriented wire grids and thus the quadrant image on the top left

is completely dark, whereas the one on the bottom right is brightest. The quadrant

images on the diagonal are grey, as they transmit equal partial radiance. The group of

images in the middle show quadrant images when the imager is subjected to vertically
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Figure 4.8: Quadrant images when polarized light is: (left) horizontal; (middle)
vertical; and (right) 45o.

Figure 4.9: Quadrant images taken without a lens, when polarized light from
integrating sphere is: (left) horizontal; (middle) vertical; and (right) 45o.

polarized light. It can be seen that for this group, the bottom right quadrant is

completely dark, as the vertically oriented wire grids now block the linearly polarized

light, and the top left quadrant is the brightest. The right-most group of quadrant

images show that when the linearly polarized light is at 45o, the bottom left image is

completely dark because it transmits 135o polarization, and the top right image is the

brightest because it transmits 45o polarized light. Therefore, taken together, these

figures verify the orientation of the wire grids of the PFA as shown in figure 4.6.

Figures 4.10, 4.11, 4.12, 4.13 illustrates the performance of each of the polarizers.

4 polarization quadrant images are extracted from a single raw image of a radiance

value of 14.6340 W/(m2sr), and the mean radiance value for each quadrant image
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is calculated at every polarizer angle. The plot of radiance vs polarizer angle for

each of the 4 polarizers then interprets their performance. Though this sinusoidal

nature of the plots verify that the individual linear polarizers on the polarized filter

array are performing as expected, the nonzero minima in each of them is a concern

when evaluating their performance. Figure 4.14 shows the mean radiance of the

polarized light with respect to the polarizer angle. The mean radiance is about a

quarter of the total radiance, and the radiances that each linear polarizer passes is

about half of the total radiance, which verifies Malus’ law for linear polarization.

Looking at the mean radiance vs polarizer angle closely in figure 4.15, it appears that

there is a secondary sinusoidal oscillation, which may arise from multiple reflections.

This multiple reflection due to a two wiregrid linear polarizer setup may also be

one contributor to the nonzero minima of the 4 polarization quadrant images. This

phenomenon was discussed by Martin Tauc during his research in our group [64].

Table 4.5 lists the polarization contrast ratio of all the 4 linear polarizers in the

FPA. It is found that the values are far too low than the desired one discussed in

section 2.1.4, and also compared to the values that were obtained by Hagen et al. for

this same Sony sensor [61]. One possible source of this difference may have been that

Hagen et al. used spectral filters that avoided potential problems around the blue

end where polarizers have high leakage [23], which could corrupt the polarization

signature of light. Another possible source of this difference may be the multiple

reflections in the two-wire-grid-polarizer setup [64]. This was clarified by another

round of polarization contrast measurements with a narrow spectral filter, which is

described in the following section.
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Figure 4.10: Performance of polarizer for 0o quadrant.

Figure 4.11: Performance of polarizer for 45o quadrant.
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Figure 4.12: Performance of polarizer for 90o quadrant.

Figure 4.13: Performance of polarizer for 135o quadrant.
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Figure 4.14: Mean radiance of polarized light.

Figure 4.15: Mean radiance plot showing secondary sinusoidal oscillation.
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Table 4.5: Broadband polarization contrast ratio of linear polarizers.

Linear Polarization Quadrant Polarization Contrast Ratio

I0 27.71

I45 22.21

I90 22.18

I135 27.91

4.2.1 Polarimetric characterization with modified setup

As the previous camera suddenly stopped working, the modified setup included

using a new camera from Lucid Vision Labs, that was borrowed from Dr. Kevin

Hammonds of the snow science research lab. This camera also employed the same

Sony sensor and had almost identical specifications as the previous camera. Figure

4.16 shows the experimental setup for the new measurements. A narrowband spectral

filter of 532 nm was attached with the help of a lens tube at the front of the sensor. In

addition, instead of calculating a band average radiance from the integrating sphere

for the whole spectral band of the camera, a band average radiance of the sphere at 532

±5 nm was used. Moreover, in addition to the wire-grid linear polarizer, experiment

was also carried out with a different polarizer that operated in the visible spectrum.

Figure 4.17 illustrates the contrast ratio and the transmission of the polymer visible

polarizer, showing its performance suitable for being a reference polarizer for the

imager. This time, both the polarizers were swept from 0o through 180o in steps of

5o.

Figure 4.18 shows a plot of radiance vs polarizer angle of the zero quadrant

when measured in narrowband with the wire-grid polarizer as the reference polarizer.

It can be seen that with the modified setup, the minima are much closer to zero,
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Figure 4.16: New camera employing the same sony IMX250MZR sensor, with the
spectral filter.

Figure 4.17: Performance of the polymer visible polarizer (courtesy of Meadowlark
Optics, used with permission).
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which was not the case with the previous setup where there was no spectral filter.

Other quadrants also gave similar values for the minima, much closer to zero than

for the previous setup. Figure 4.19 shows a plot of radiance vs polarizer angle of the

zero quadrant when measured through the narrow-band filter, but this time with the

polymer visible-wavelength polarizer as the reference polarizer. It can be inferred from

the figure that the minimum at 0o is even lower than what was achieved with the wire-

grid polarizer. This enables a plausible deduction that a narrowband measurement

mitigates the issue of nonzero minima for individual wire-grid polarizers on the PFA.

Table 4.6 lists the contrast ratio of each linear polarizer of the sensor calculated after

the experiments with the modified setup. The middle column has the values when

the reference polarizer was the wire-grid one, and the right-most column has values

when the polarizer was the visible one. It can be inferred that the contrast ratio

has increased by one order of magnitude with the modified setup in case of the wire-

grid polarizer. In case of the visible polarizer, 2 out of 4 quadrants show an even

larger increase in the contrast ratio, which till now is not completely understood, and

further investigation is needed. But these contrast ratio values in the higher 300s,

when compared to the desired contrast ratio of 282 deduced in section 2.1.4, makes

this imager a very promising low-cost DoFP polarimeter for cloud phase detection.
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Figure 4.18: Polarizer performance with narrowband and wire-grid linear polarizer;
0 quadrant shown for reference as other quadrants showed similar results.

Figure 4.19: Polarizer performance with narrowband and polymer visible polarizer; 0
quadrant shown for reference as other quadrants showed similar results.
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Table 4.6: Polarization contrast ratio of linear polarizers with modified setup.

Linear

polarization

quadrant

Polarizer contrast ratio

(narrowband+wire-grid

polarizer)

Polarizer contrast ratio

(narrowband+visible

polarizer)

I0 274.57 1152.66

I45 257.88 1118.54

I90 325.98 397.83

I135 382.49 447.59

4.3 All-sky imaging

Finally, in an effort to evaluate the performance of the imager as an all-sky

imaging polarimeter, the very initial step of acquiring an all-sky image was taken

from the rooftop of Cobleigh hall (latitude: 45.67o N and longitude: 111.05o W) at

Montana State University in Bozeman, Montana, attaching a fisheye lens to the DoFP

polarimeter. Figure 4.20 shows a grayscale all-sky image of a clear Bozeman sky, and

the figure 4.21 illustrates the DoLP of the clear sky. This image was recorded at

10:24 in the morning on 28th February, 2020, when the sun was at (Azimuth: 142.08o

and Zenith: 61.19o). It is seen from the DoLP image that near the center, about 90o

from the position of the sun (which is being blocked from shining into the image),

the DoLP has a reasonable value of approximately 0.54, but around the outer edge

there is a ring of apparently high DoLP that is likely not real. At these large angles,

the fisheye lens contributes significant amounts of artificial polarization that must be

corrected with a full polarimetric calibration across the entire hemispheric field of

view [47]. The fisheye lens calibration is planned to be completed at a later date.
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Figure 4.20: All-sky image on a clear day.

Figure 4.21: DoLP of an all-sky clear day image.
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CHAPTER FIVE

CONCLUSION

Advances in sensor technology, data-retrieval and analysis algorithms, and

diverse applications, all have made imaging polarimetry a field rich with potential

for future work. While much has been accomplished in recent years, particularly

useful would be better and more complete charectarization of currently existing

and future systems. This paper presented the initial optical characterization of a

commercial DOFP polarimeter, in the hope that it may well become an effective

and low-cost all-sky polarimeter choice. A radiometric calibration presented with

values well within the acceptable range. While characterizing an unknown radiance

of a scene, the maximum error is about 1.46% at the lowest brightness, and with

an increase in radiance, the error comes down to as low as 0.18%. The polarimetric

characterization presented a few ideas to ponder upon. Firstly, the broadband DoFP

polarimeter suffers from blue light leakage and possibly some near infrared leakage.

Secondly, some of the linear polarizer filters offer much better contrast ratio with

polarized light in the visible spectrum. Finally, a very preliminary evaluation for the

imager to perform as an all-sky polarimeter, by assessing the DoLP of a clear sky was

performed, which showed promising results. Along with carrying out a broadband

and narrowband polarimetric characterization experiment with both the wire-grid

linear polarizer and the visible polarizer, and if possible, with both the cameras

that were already discussed, a more complete fisheye calibration will be performed,

followed by extensive all-sky imaging experiments. Although further evaluation for

this particular imager is necessary, one major point that we can take home from

this study is that with a price tag of only around 2000 USD, to my knowledge, this
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camera outperforms previous DoFP imagers with its contrast ratio in the high 300s,

if not more. Moreover, it meets the expectation of performing beyond the desired

contrast ratio that was calculated based on the observations from Polly, an already

validated ground-based cloud thermodynamic phase detector here at MSU. Thus this

polarization imager sure has an immense promise of being a future low-cost all-sky

polarization imager for not only cloud thermodynamic phase remote sensing, but for

many other applications.
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APPENDIX: MATLAB SCRIPTS

This work used the following MATLAB scripts to acquire and process the images in
order to carry out the characterization. In line with the current competence, a lot of
the codes are hard coded, an thus are environment specific. Proper commenting for
better understanding and a much more cleaner and efficient code is planned for the

future.

%average mu l t i r ad i ance .m

% −−−−−−−−−−−F l i r DoFP Camera−−−−−−−
%−−−−−−−−−−−−Dark s i g n a l and s p a t i a l averaging−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%−−−−−−Musaddeque Syed−−−−−
%−−−−−−Apr i l 2020−−−−
% This s c r i p t t a k e s in mu l t i p l e f i l e s a t each radiance and

c a l c u l a t e s the
% average o f each p i x e l va lue

d1 = double ( dark1 ) ;
d2 = double ( dark2 ) ;
d3 = double ( dark3 ) ;
d4 = double ( dark4 ) ;
d5 = double ( dark5 ) ;
d6 = double ( dark6 ) ;
d7 = double ( dark7 ) ;
d8 = double ( dark8 ) ;
d9 = double ( dark9 ) ;

ForAvg . Rawf i l e (1 ) . dark = d1 ;
ForAvg . Rawf i l e (2 ) . dark = d2 ;
ForAvg . Rawf i l e (3 ) . dark = d3 ;
ForAvg . Rawf i l e (4 ) . dark = d4 ;
ForAvg . Rawf i l e (5 ) . dark = d5 ;
ForAvg . Rawf i l e (6 ) . dark = d6 ;
ForAvg . Rawf i l e (7 ) . dark = d7 ;
ForAvg . Rawf i l e (8 ) . dark = d8 ;
ForAvg . Rawf i l e (9 ) . dark = d9 ;

p = zeros ( 1 , 9 ) ;

for i = 1:2048
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for j = 1:2448
for k = 1 :9

p(k ) = ForAvg . Rawf i l e ( k ) . dark ( i , j ) ;
end
dark ( i , j ) = mean(p ( : ) ) ;

end
end
mean s ing le = mean( d4 ( : ) ) ;
s d s i n g l e = std ( d4 , 0 , ’all’ ) ;
mean dark = mean( dark ( : ) ) ;
sd dark = std ( dark , 0 , ’all’ ) ;
histogram ( dark )

%g e t s p h e r e c a l i b r a t i o n .m
%This s c r i p t computes the c a l i b r a t i o n parameters from the sphere
function s p h e r e c a l i b r a t i o n = g e t s p h e r e c a l i b r a t i o n ( p lo t on )
% be fo r e running t h i s , be sure to conver t the f i r s t two columns

o f the
% c a l i b r a t i o n f i l e i n t o a new . csv f i l e and save as ”

c a l i b r a t i o n f i l e . csv ”

c a l d i r = ’C:\Users\ORSL\Desktop\imaq_images\Calibration data’ ;
r aw sph e r e c a l i b r a t i o n = csvread ( f u l l f i l e ( c a l d i r , ’

calibration_file.csv’ ) ) ;
% op t i c a l power o f 100%
s p h e r e c a l i b r a t i o n . wavelength = 1000∗ r aw sph e r e c a l i b r a t i o n ( : , 1 ) ;
s p h e r e c a l i b r a t i o n . rad iance = raw sphe r e c a l i b r a t i o n ( : , 2 ) /1000 ;
s p h e r e c a l i b r a t i o n . un i t s . wavelength = ’nm’ ;
s p h e r e c a l i b r a t i o n . un i t s . rad iance = ’W/(m^2 sr nm)’ ;
s p h e r e c a l i b r a t i o n . un i t s . d e t e c t o r cu r r e n t = ’A’ ;
s p h e r e c a l i b r a t i o n . d e t e c t o r cu r r e n t = 6.3207 e−4;
s p h e r e c a l i b r a t i o n . i n t e g r a t ed r ad i an c e = trapz ( s p h e r e c a l i b r a t i o n

. wavelength , s p h e r e c a l i b r a t i o n . rad iance ) ;

p l o t on = 1 ;
% p l o t s
i f p lo t on == 1

f igure
plot ( s p h e r e c a l i b r a t i o n . wavelength , s p h e r e c a l i b r a t i o n .

radiance , ’b’ )
t i t l e (’Spectral Radiance for Helios Integrating Sphere’ )
xlabel (’Wavelength(nm)’ )
ylabel (’Spectral Radiance(W/(m^2 sr nm)’ )

end
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%f l i r r a d i om e t i c c a l i b r a t i o n .m
% −−−−−−−−−−−F l i r DoFP Camera−−−−−−−
%−−−−−−−−−−−−Radiometric Ca l i b ra t i on−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%−−−−−−Musaddeque Syed−−−−−
%−−−−−−Apr i l 2020−−−−
% This s c r i p t t a k e s in images at mu l t i p l e radiance and c a l c u l a t e s

the
% gain and o f f s e t f o r the rad iometr i c c a l i b r a t i o n , and c a l i b r a t e s

an
% unca l i b r a t e d image

set ( groot , . . .
’DefaultAxesFontSize’ , 1 6 , . . .
’DefaultAxesFontName’ ,’Times’ , . . .
’DefaultAxesUnits’ ,’normalized’ , . . .
’DefaultLineLineWidth’ , 1 , . . .
’DefaultTextFontSize’ , 1 6 , . . .
’DefaultTextHorizontalAlignment’ ,’center’ , . . .
’DefaultTextFontName’ ,’Times’ )

%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−CALIBRATION
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

s p h e r e c a l i b r a t i o n = g e t s p h e r e c a l i b r a t i o n ( ) ;
Fl i r RadCal . SphereCurrent Sca l e Factor = sph e r e c a l i b r a t i o n .

i n t e g r a t ed r ad i an c e / s ph e r e c a l i b r a t i o n . d e t e c t o r cu r r e n t ; %
Ca l i b r a t i on curren t prov ided by Labsphere f o r a t t enua to r f u l l y
open/ f u l l y open i n t e g r a t e d radiance f o r 350 nm−1000 nm

Fl ir RadCal . Sphere Currents = [290 . 200E−9, 3 .681E−6, 12 .684E−6,
27 .503E−6, 48 .865E−6, 74 .528E−6] ;

%Mul t i p l y s c a l e f a c t o r and measured sphere curren t
for q = 1 : s ize ( Fl i r RadCal . Sphere Currents , 2 )

Fl i r RadCal . Photos ( q ) . Sca led Radiance = Fl ir RadCal .
Sphere Currents ( q ) ∗ Fl ir RadCal .
SphereCurrent Sca l e Factor ;

end

VA1 = double (VA1) ;
VA2 = double (VA2) ;
VA3 = double (VA3) ;
VA4 = double (VA4) ;
VA5 = double (VA5) ;
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VA6 = double (VA6) ;

Fl i r RadCal . Photos (1 ) . Photo = VA1 − dark ;
Fl i r RadCal . Photos (2 ) . Photo = VA2 − dark ;
Fl i r RadCal . Photos (3 ) . Photo = VA3 − dark ;
Fl i r RadCal . Photos (4 ) . Photo = VA4 − dark ;
Fl i r RadCal . Photos (5 ) . Photo = VA5 − dark ;
Fl i r RadCal . Photos (6 ) . Photo = VA6 − dark ;

for i = 1:2048
for j = 1:2448

for k = 1 :6
s ( i , j , k )= Fl ir RadCal . Photos ( k ) . Photo ( i , j ) ;

end
end

end

for i = 1:2048
for j = 1:2448

for q = 1 :6
dn(q )=s ( i , j , q ) ;
r ( q )=Fl ir RadCal . Photos ( q ) . Sca led Radiance ;

end
dn = double (dn) ;
r = double ( r ) ;
%f i g u r e
%s c a t t e r (dn , r )
L f i t = polyf it (dn , r , 1 ) ;
m( i , j )=L f i t (1 ) ;
dn0 ( i , j )=L f i t (2 ) ;

end
end

for q = 1 :6
dn(q )=s (2048 ,2448 , q ) ;
r ( q )=Fl ir RadCal . Photos ( q ) . Sca led Radiance ;

end
dn = double (dn) ;
r = double ( r ) ;
f igure
s c a t t e r (dn , r )
xlabel (” D i g i t a l Numbers”)
ylabel (”L (W/(mˆ2 s r ) ) ”)
L f i t = polyf it (dn , r , 1 ) ;
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c f t o o l (dn , r )

newphoto = VA5;
%newphoto=doub le (VA6) ;

for i = 1:2048
for j = 1:2448

l ( i , j )=(m( i , j ) ∗( newphoto ( i , j ) )+dn0 ( i , j ) ) ;
end

end

%po l a r ime t r i c c ha r .m
% −−−−−−−−−−−F l i r DoFP Camera−−−−−−−
%−−−−−−−−−−−−Po lar ime t r i c Charac ter i za t i on−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%−−−−−−Musaddeque Syed−−−−−
%−−−−−−Apr i l 2020−−−−
% This s c r i p t t a k e s in images at mu l t i p l e p o l a r i z e r ang l e and

e va l u a t e s the
% performance o f the p o l a r i z e d f i l t e r array

P0 = double (P0) ;
P5 = double (P5) ;
P10 = double (P10 ) ;
P15 = double (P15 ) ;
P20 = double (P20 ) ;
P25 = double (P25 ) ;
P30 = double (P30 ) ;
P35 = double (P35 ) ;
P40 = double (P40 ) ;
P45 = double (P45 ) ;
P50 = double (P50 ) ;
P55 = double (P55 ) ;
P60 = double (P60 ) ;
P65 = double (P65 ) ;
P70 = double (P70 ) ;
P75 = double (P75 ) ;
P80 = double (P80 ) ;
P85 = double (P85 ) ;
P90 = double (P90 ) ;
P95 = double (P95 ) ;
P100 = double (P100 ) ;
P105 = double (P105 ) ;
P110 = double (P110 ) ;
P115 = double (P115 ) ;
P120 = double (P120 ) ;
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P125 = double (P125 ) ;
P130 = double (P130 ) ;
P135 = double (P135 ) ;

imagearray (1 ) . image = P0 − dark ;
imagearray (2 ) . image = P5 − dark ;
imagearray (3 ) . image = P10 − dark ;
imagearray (4 ) . image = P15 − dark ;
imagearray (5 ) . image = P20 − dark ;
imagearray (6 ) . image = P25 − dark ;
imagearray (7 ) . image = P30 − dark ;
imagearray (8 ) . image = P35 − dark ;
imagearray (9 ) . image = P40 − dark ;
imagearray (10) . image = P45 − dark ;
imagearray (11) . image = P50 − dark ;
imagearray (12) . image = P55 − dark ;
imagearray (13) . image = P60 − dark ;
imagearray (14) . image = P65 − dark ;
imagearray (15) . image = P70 − dark ;
imagearray (16) . image = P75 − dark ;
imagearray (17) . image = P80 − dark ;
imagearray (18) . image = P85 − dark ;
imagearray (19) . image = P90 − dark ;
imagearray (20) . image = P95 − dark ;
imagearray (21) . image = P100 − dark ;
imagearray (22) . image = P105 − dark ;
imagearray (23) . image = P110 − dark ;
imagearray (24) . image = P115 − dark ;
imagearray (25) . image = P120 − dark ;
imagearray (26) . image = P125 − dark ;
imagearray (27) . image = P130 − dark ;
imagearray (28) . image = P135 − dark ;

for k = 1:28
for i = 1:2048

for j = 1:2448
imagearray (k ) . sca led image ( i , j )=(m( i , j ) ∗ imagearray (k ) .

image( i , j ) )+dn0 ( i , j ) ;
end

end
end

for k = 1:28
imagemean (k ) = mean( imagearray (k ) . sca led image ( : ) ) ;

end
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poldeg = ( 0 : 5 : 1 3 5 ) ;
%subp l o t (3 ,2 ,1)
s c a t t e r ( poldeg , imagemean )
t i t l e (’Mean Radiance’ )
xlabel (’Polarizer Angle’ )
ylabel (’L (W/(m^2 sr))’ )
p f i t = polyf it ( poldeg , imagemean , 1 ) ;
y f i t = polyval ( p f i t , poldeg ) ;
y r e s i d = imagemean − y f i t ;
SSre s id = sum( y r e s i d . ˆ 2 ) ;
SSto ta l = ( length ( imagemean )−1) ∗ var ( imagemean ) ;
r sq = 1 − SSres id / SStota l ;

% Sepera t ing the p o l a r i z a t i o n quadrants
% I90

for p = 1:28
q = 1 ;
for r = 1:1024

s = 1 ;
for t = 1:1224

imagearray (p) . I90 ( r , t ) = imagearray (p) . sca led image (q ,
s ) ;

s = s+2;
end
q = q+2;

end
I90mean (p) = mean( imagearray (p) . I90 ( : ) ) ;

end

poldeg = ( 0 : 5 : 1 3 5 ) ;
%subp l o t (3 ,2 ,3)
s c a t t e r ( poldeg , I90mean )
t i t l e (’90 Quadrant’ )
xlabel (’Polarizer Angle’ )
ylabel (’L (W/(m^2 sr))’ )

%I135
for p = 1:28

q = 1 ;
for r = 1:1024

s = 2 ;
for t = 1:1224
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imagearray (p) . I135 ( r , t ) = imagearray (p) . sca led image (q
, s ) ;

s = s+2;
end
q = q+2;

end
I135mean (p) = mean( imagearray (p) . I135 ( : ) ) ;

end

%subp l o t (3 ,2 ,4)
s c a t t e r ( poldeg , I135mean )
t i t l e (’135 Quadrant’ )
xlabel (’Polarizer Angle’ )
ylabel (’L (W/(m^2 sr))’ )

%I0
for p = 1:28

q = 2 ;
for r = 1:1024

s = 2 ;
for t = 1:1224

imagearray (p) . I0 ( r , t ) = imagearray (p) . sca led image (q , s
) ;

s = s+2;
end
q = q+2;

end
I0mean (p) = mean( imagearray (p) . I0 ( : ) ) ;

end

%subp l o t (3 ,2 ,6)
s c a t t e r ( poldeg , I0mean )
t i t l e (’Zero Quadrant’ )
xlabel (’Polarizer Angle’ )
ylabel (’L (W/(m^2 sr))’ )

%I45
for p = 1:28

q = 2 ;
for r = 1:1024

s = 1 ;
for t = 1:1224
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imagearray (p) . I45 ( r , t ) = imagearray (p) . sca led image (q ,
s ) ;

s = s+2;
end
q = q+2;

end
I45mean (p) = mean( imagearray (p) . I45 ( : ) ) ;

end

%subp l o t (3 ,2 ,5)
s c a t t e r ( poldeg , I45mean )
t i t l e (’45 Quadrant’ )
xlabel (’Polarizer Angle’ )
ylabel (’L (W/(m^2 sr))’ )

%a l l s k y image .m
% −−−−−−−−−−−F l i r DoFP Camera−−−−−−−
%−−−−−−−−−−−−a l l−sky and DoLP−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%−−−−−−Musaddeque Syed−−−−−
%−−−−−−Apr i l 2020−−−−
% This s c r i p t t a k e s in a l l−sky images and c a l c u l a t e s the DoLP of

the sky

ask=ask3 ;
q = 1 ;
for r = 1:1024

s = 1 ;
for t = 1:1224

akI90 ( r , t ) = ask (q , s ) ;
s = s+2;

end
q = q+2;

end
q = 1 ;
for r = 1:1024

s = 2 ;
for t = 1:1224

akI135 ( r , t ) = ask (q , s ) ;
s = s+2;

end
q = q+2;

end

q = 2 ;
for r = 1:1024
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s = 2 ;
for t = 1:1224

akI0 ( r , t ) = ask (q , s ) ;
s = s+2;

end
q = q+2;

end

q = 2 ;
for r = 1:1024

s = 1 ;
for t = 1:1224

akI45 ( r , t ) =ask (q , s ) ;
s = s+2;

end
q = q+2;

end

s0=akI0+akI90 ;
s1=akI0−akI90 ;
s2=akI45−akI135 ;

s0=double ( s0 ) ;
s1=double ( s1 ) ;
s2=double ( s2 ) ;

dolp=(sqrt ( ( s1 ) .ˆ2+( s2 ) . ˆ 2 ) ) . / s0 ;
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